
Chapter Seven 

Solar Energy 



Why Studying Solar energy 

• To know the heat gain or heat loss in a 
building  

• In making energy studies 

• In the design of solar passive homes. 



Thermal Radiation 

• Solar spectrum is composed of: 1-Ultraviolate light 2-visible light 3- infrared 

• Thermal radiation: is the part of electromagnetic spectrum that primarily cause heating effect, which 
is part of ultraviolet, infrared and visible light. And it has a weave length of 0.1 x 10-6   m and it is 
mainly expressed in microns 

• Total or global irradiation (G):  is the total thermal radiation impinges on a surface from all directions 
and from all sources in w/m2 or Btu/(hr-ft2) 

• Thermal radiation is divided into: Absorption, reflection and transmission 

• Absorption: is the transformation of the radiant energy into thermal energy stored by the molecules. 

• Reflection (reflectance): is the return of radiation by  a surface without change of frequency 

• Transmission (transmittance): is the passage of radiation through a medium without change of 
frequency. 

• Radiation: Energy transfer from a body due to its internal temperature. Hot surfaces radiates energy 
with shorter wavelength, while colder surfaces radiates energy with longer wavelength according to 
Wien’s displacement law 

• Opaque surface: a surface with transmittance equals to zero. 

• Black body: is that body with reflectance equals to zero. 





Earth Motion About  The Sun 

• Elcliptic plane or orbital plane: is the earth orbit around the sun, which takes 365.25 days. 

• The mean distance between earth and sun is 92.9 x 106 miles 

• The perihelion distance: it happens when the earth is the closest to the sun and it is 98.3% of 
the mean distance and occurs in January 4. 

• The aphelion distance: when the earth is farthest from the sun and it is 101.7% of the mean 
distance and occurs at July 5. 

• Earth rotates around itself with tilted orbit of 23.g deg with respect to the sky 

• Vernal equinox (الإعتدال الربيعي): When day time equals night time in March 21. 

• Autumnal equinox (الإعتدال الخريفي): When day time equals night time in September 22. 

• Summer solstice (ألإنقلاب الصيفي): which means sun stand still, when the  north pole is inclined 
23.5 deg towards sun, so the northern hemisphere have summer and southern part have 
winter. Opposite happens in winter solstice. 

• Torrid zone:  is the region between, where the sun is at zenith (directly overhead) at least 
once during the year. 

• Frigid zones: those zones with latitude greater then 66.5 deg, where the sun is below horizon 
for at least one day each year. 







Time and Solar Angles 

• Earth is divided into 369 deg of circular arc by longitudinal lines. 

• Each 15 deg corresponds to 1/24 of a day that is 1 hour of time. 

• Universal Time Coordinate (UTC) or Greenwich Civil Time (GCT): is the time along the zero 
longitude line passing through Greenwich England. 

• The difference  is being 4min/deg of longititud. 

• Local Civil Time (LCT): is the time that is determined by the longitude of the observer. 

• In some countries time is advanced one hour during summer  leading to time saving and it is 
called Daylight Saving Time (DST) 

• Standard time: the local civil time for a selected meridian near the center of the zone is 
called the standard time. 

• Local Standard Time (LST)= Local DST-1hr 

• Local Solar Time (LST): is the time calculated according to the position of sun and it is slightly 
different from civil time, which is precisely 24 hours according to 1- nonsymetry of earth’s 
orbit 2- irregularity of earth rotational speed . 

• LST= LCT+ (equation of time EOT) 







• The direction of the sun ray can be determined  if knowing the following: 1- Location on the 
earth’s surface  2-Time of the day 3-Day of the year 

• The previously mentioned quantities can be describes by giving the latitude, the hour angle and 
the sun’s declination 

• Latitude (L) it describes the location of a certain point on earth and it is the angle between a 
line measured from the centre of the earth to the point and the projection of it on the 
equatorial plane. 

• Hour angle (h): is the angle measured between the projection of  any point on the equatorial 
plane and the projection on that plane of a line from the centre of the sun to the centre of the 
earth. 

h is positive at noon time 

h is negative at morning time 

h is zero at local solar noon 

• The declination angle (δ): is the angle between a line connecting the center of the sun and earth 
and the projection of that line on the equatorial plane 







• Solar altitude angle (β): is the angle between the sun’s ray and the projection of that ray on a 
horizontal surface and it represents the angle of sun above horizon. 

• Sun’s zenith angle (θz ): is the angle between the sun’s ray and a perpendicular to the horizontal 
plane at a given point. 

• Solar azimuth angle (φ): is the angle in the horizontal plane measured in the clockwise 
direction, between north and the projection of the sun’s ray on that plane. 

 







Solar Irradiation 

• Mean solar constant Gsc : It is the rate of irradiation on the surface normal to the 
sun’s rays beyond the earth’s atmosphere and at the mean earth-sun distance and 
it is approximately = 433.4 Btu/(hr-ft2) or 1367 W/m2.  

• Direct or beam radiation GND: it is that part of radiation that is not scattered or 
absorbed and reaches the earth’s surface. 

• Diffuse radiation Gd: it is the radiation that has been scattered or reemitted. 

• Reflected radiation GR: it is the radiation that is reflected from other surfaces. 

• Total irradiation Gt = GND  + Gd + GR 

 

 



• The value of the solar irradiation at the surface of the earth on a clear day is given by 
the ASHRAE Clear Sky Model: 

 

ASHRAE Clear Sky Model 















Heat gain through fenestrations 

• Fenestration refers to any glazed aperture in a building envelope and it 
includes: 

1-Glazing material, either glass or plastic 

2-Framing, mullions, muntins and dividers 

3- External shading devices 

4-Internal shading devices 

5- Integral (between-glass) shading systems 

• Fenestration affect rates of heat transfer into and out of building and 
they are considered part as a source of air leakage and provide day 
lighting. 







• Sometimes the conduction heat gain and solar gain are approximated to be 
independent for a certain fenestration. 

• In this case qcon = U(to – ti )A 









Solar Heat Gain Coefficients 

• The heat gain through windows is complicated. 

• A simplified method utilizes a spectrally-averaged solar heat gain coefficient SHGC, 
where the heat gain = Gi SHGC. 

• The SHGC includes the directly transmitted portion, the inwardly flowing fraction of 
the absorbed portion. 

• The data provided by the manufacturer mainly includes the normal radiation SHGC 
and the U factor. 

• The SHGC approach does not treat the transmitted and absorbed components 
separately. 

• Some procedures are used to calculate the heat gain: 

1. The direct and diffuse solar radiation are calculated on an unshaded surface. 

2. The effects of external shading on solar radiation incident on the window are 
determined. 

3. The solar radiation transmitted and absorbed is analyzed for the window, assuming no 
internal shading. 

4. If there is internal shading, its effects are then calculated. 



External Shading 

• A fenestration may be shaded by roof or overhangs or any other 
part, such as buildings, trees and etc. 

• External shading reduces solar gain to a space, which can be up 
to 80%. 

• To determine shading effect it is necessary to know the shaded 
area. 

• It is assumed generally that shaded areas have no direct 
radiation, but the diffuse irradiation on the shaded area is the 
same s that on the sunlit area. 

• The shading could have any shape and there are different models 
to calculate the shade area. 

 

 





Transmission and Absorption of fenestration without Internal 
shading, simplified 



Transmission and absorption of fenestration without internal 
shading 

• Absorbed solar radiation may flow into the space or back outside. 

• The transmitted solar radiation depends on the angle of incidence and it is the 
highest when the angle in near zero. 

• Transmittances are tabulated in table 7-3, as well as the transmittance for diffuse 
radiation is also given. 

• Interpolation between angles is possible in table 7-3, which indicates linear 
relationships. 

• An exact equation can also be used to determine the transmittance. 

 








